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ABOUT US
The existence of ARGUS SHIPPING WLL as leading freight
management and logistics service provider in the region with a global
presence of network partners had already set an example for those
who function in this industry. With a vast experience in the logistics
industry, we offer just what the international market requires. We are
well-tuned to identify the customer needs and provide the solutions
which are timely and effective ensuring customer satisfaction. We are
capable to address all of your concerns about freight, International /
domestic relocation, project cargo, border clearance, free zone
shipments. Our experts assist customers in getting the best in
whatever terms they require whether it is cost-effective or
time-bound deliveries or forwarding services.
SEA FREIGHT, AIR FREIGHT, WAREHOUSING AND CLEARANCE
are our domain areas; but we have already proven excellence in all
related services too. Our presence in all important destinations of the
entire ASIAN CONTINENT is an advantage for serving the clients by
considering the geographical locations. Convenience of customers is
our topmost priority and to make it real we make sure them the
Availability of special freight rates, Premium services from the
qualified and experienced workforce, well equipped certified mega
warehouses, Transportation price with an unbelievable tariff and Per
carton/per cbm import console movements cost-effectively.
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CHAIRMAN’S
MESSAGE

Since its inception, ARGUS SHIPPING WLL has
grown
into
a
multi-functional
logistics
organization. No path is easy, that’s why we
always concentrate on our team’s capabilities and
keep them focused on the essentials. For us, our
core areas are always crucial and important. Our
key areas are including forwarding, warehousing
transporting, and clearance. The excellence in
these areas achieved by us incorporates the
dedication of our work and our client’s immense
support. I am thanking each and every one of
them who contributed to us during our journey to
success. We are welcoming all of you to
experience the service or communication with us
to know about the much-appreciated services
from our side.
Thanks, and best regards

www.argusshipping.co
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OUR
VISION
Through technology, professionalism and
qualified workforce, we execute all our
services, and it reflects promptness and
excellence in dealing with our esteemed
clients. We strive to ensure that ARGUS
SHIPPING WLL is a committed, highly
recommendable company, specialized in
the areas of efficient Freight Forwarding,
Cargo Logistics Management and many
other related solutions.

WHY
ARGUS
SHIPPING?
One could find so many reasons to select
our services at ARGUS SHIPPING WLL.
One would be the dealing of our staff and
their knowledge in the concerned areas.
One another reason may be the Competitive
rates maintained by our office for clients all
over the world. ARGUS SHIPPING WLL has
been very insightful in understanding the
requirement of strong alliances across the
globe and hence we have been successful
in establishing a very strong network around
the world for any of your transportation
needs via Air, Sea or Road. All our services,
tailored to your needs, we combine our
strengths in sea, air, and road with the best
warehousing capabilities and distribution
network to maximize your productivity and
keep your costs to the minimum.
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SERVICES

www.argusshipping.co
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1. SEA
FREIGHT

www.argusshipping.co

We have different kinds of effective solutions and
competitive rates for the clients who required sea freight
from various destinations and for different ports in the
world. Our special rates and selection of vessel schedules
are famous among the community of overseas business
entrepreneurs. Apart from providing the special rates and
prompt schedules, our performance in ex-work services in
almost all destinations in the world is becoming an essential
service for our clients. The clients and our well-wishers
know that our tremendous performance in both the port
loading and port of discharge as an ex-work performer is
due to the long-lasting relationships that bonded in
between us and more than two thousand associated offices
around the globe. Our main difference from the other
forwarding companies in the region is that we are
specialized in all logistic related activities within a Single
Platform.
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2. AIR
FREIGHT
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We know that the main priority of the client who
needs air freight services is bringing the shipment
or sending the shipment within a short time limit.
Time-sensitive shipments demand excellence in
airway bill documentation and other supporting
services. Our well-trained staff who are holding the
FIATA, IATA and DGR certifications and trained
under various airport cargo divisions are equipped
to handle any kind of air shipments from DG goods
to live animal. Our supportive systems like
transportation from the airport to the doorstep,
labour support for unloading and loading, crane,
forklift, refrigeration unit vehicles, the presence of
staff for managing the approvals from different
ministries functioning in airport whether it is the
ministry of environment and chemicals or it is the
ministry of standards. In case of air export
shipments, our certified warehouses that equipped
with special ramps and forklifts for air shipments
plays a vital role in the areas such as managing
time as per the airline timing, packing and
labelling. The aforesaid supportive systems like
warehouses, sophisticated lifting equipment are
the backbones for our much-appreciated import
and export air console shipments. Our
value-added services like door to door and Airport
to door services are well established among our
clients and associates all over the world.
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3. DOOR
TO DOOR
CONSOLE
IMPORT /
EXPORT
SHIPMENTS
AIR & SEA

www.argusshipping.co

ARGUS SHIPPING’s rich experience and
expertise help clients with the most
extensive and convenient logistics services
with a unique door-to-door delivery service.
Our customer satisfaction gives us the
pleasure to take adequate care in the
process of delivering the shipment to the
client at his doorstep. If ARGUS is handling
your cargo, you need not worry about
loading, unloading at the port, storage or
road transport to reaching the final
destination at your doorstep. ARGUS’s
experienced staff handles everything from
loading, to delivering at your doorstep and
in between keeping you updated about the
status of the shipment.
Our per CARTON/per CBM door to door
console movements from China, India,
Turkey and other all Middle East countries
are the client-friendly modes, specialised for
the clients who deal with a small volume of
shipments. Our pickup and delivery services
that functioning in every port of loading
country provides our customers with an
easy hand to collect the shipments from
various parts of the sourcing country and
bring it to their store. Our Mega warehouses
in Guangzhou, YIWU, Mumbai, Bangalore,
Istanbul, Dubai and Bahrain are the existing
examples for the perfect warehousing
spaces with an international standard.
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4. VEHICLE
LOGISTICS

We are a bunch of customer-focused professionals committed to
service excellence in finished vehicle logistics. We have a unique
combination of talented experience, industry-leading software and
systems, and a network of partners and resources to deliver
customized solutions to the world’s leading automakers.
Our Vehicle Logistics Solutions offering timely and safe movement
of your consignment with its state-of-the-art technology and
modern fleet of trucks and trailers. We are maintaining the most
efficient vehicle logistics networking and fully functional
warehouses specialized for the cars. Our world-class vehicle
export /import team includes a list of members from lashing
experts to documentation specialists.

www.argusshipping.co
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Argus can ship your parcels from any part of the
country to your desired part of the world. Not
only that we can courier your parcels, but we
can also parcel it from major destinations to
your home as well in a speedy, safe and secure
manner. We reach right at your doorstep at your
desired hour, pick and pack your parcel and the
ship it to the desired destination.

5. COURIER
/ PARCEL

www.argusshipping.co

Delighting our customers with our international
courier service, both corporate and individuals,
with each courier and parcel delivery, Argus
specialised in all mode of couriers including
documents and non-document categories. We
understand that your parcels are more than just
a courier for you. The courier service delivery is
sometimes so crucial that it can make our break
the future of someone. Even if it’s something as
small as a pretty dress for your grandchild, or
something as large as a box of medicines, we
are the best solution providers you would want
to experience.
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6. WAREHOUSING
Argus offers every combination of warehousing
solution that your supply chain might require,
including ambient, temperature-controlled, raw
materials, finished goods, automated etc.
Customers are assured of secure, expiry
reporting, weather-proof goods with advanced
material
handling
systems,
bar-coding
(need-based), scientific stacking, daily Inventory
update, web access portal, live data on real-time
and tracking of your shipment.
Our warehousing services help customers
minimize losses due to theft, leakage, etc, reach
their markets faster, have flexibility in
decision-making and reduce investments tied-up
in fixed assets of material management with chain
from Import to delivery at customer point.
Whatever industry sector you operate in, Argus
provides dedicated and shared warehousing
services and distribution operations to ensure that
you can deliver your service promise to your
customers worldwide.
www.argusshipping.co
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An American based certification agency representative
when he came for the inspection of our warehouses'
comments as follows;
“Lot of companies INVESTED in warehousing in the
region. But ARGUS is the one which IMPLEMENTED the
standards and constructed the platforms for the clients
with different requirements at an affordable price”
Yes, We also believe that more than CONSTRUCTING
warehouses without a view in the facilities for the clients,
without incorporating modern technologies and without
setting tariffs for different clients with different
requirements will be a worthless exercise that not only
useful for the client but the investor also.
ARGUS created the principles based on the ethics first
then into the creation of facilities and that is why all most
all clients once associated with ARGUS WAREHOUSING
are still travelling with us in their journey of success along
with us.
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7. TRANSPORTATION
Argus serves you with the best extensive transport
facilities and Door-to-Door services which offer solutions
to our customers with advanced monitoring methods
which take care of the entire shipping process. We have
access to the equipment and capacity you need, no
matter how exceptional your shipment is. Our
professionals match your freight with the right vehicle and
the right route, with the ability to restructure resources if
conditions change. We drive the process from
end-to-end while providing a custom solution to meet
your needs.
We understand the importance of safe handling and
timely delivery of shipments we provide required
solutions in terms of speed, routing and types of loads
carried. Based on your business need, our team can
suggest the most effective and efficient shipment options
available. Our service is our commitment to customers
service and quality.

www.argusshipping.co
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8. WHAT ARE THE
DIFFERENCES IN
BETWEEN ARGUS
AND OTHERS IN
THE WAREHOUSING
BUSINESS ?
ARGUS WAREHOUSES are neither some square meters
spread along nor the roofs without active representation.
ARGUS maintains mega warehouse facilities with
world-class standards as follows ;

Certified warehouses from government agencies and
different reputed international standardisation
agencies
Sophisticated lifting equipment with related technicians
Highly effective rack systems that can compete with
the world-famous Supply chain giants.
Argus had implemented world recognised ERP
software specially designed for Warehousing giants.
The perfect barcoding systems and laser security
systems are ensuring unwanted incidents such as
Missing and wrong deliveries.
Specially designed warehouse ramps that used for
different purposes
Enough frontage space in every warehouse to
execute the lift on /lift off Works with even the 360
degree revolving excavator-loaders
Argus is maintaining different facilities for different
commodities. The general goods, goods that require
temperature control, the goods that require special
requirements Like dangerous goods, foodstuff and
the goods that need deep-freezing facilities can be
Accommodate in our different warehouses.

www.argusshipping.co

We have a special wing for vehicle warehouse
support. More than 2000 units of vehicles are coming
through our warehouses specially designed for
vehicle dealings. Our specialised employees who
manage the vehicles without damage are the main
attraction for this segment. Our lashing team who
trained under the international automobile logistic
organization always executes their works in an
international standard that always appreciated from
the famous car dealers of the world.
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9. 3PL
LOGISTICS
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More than 50 companies from aboard deployed ARGUS for their third party
logistics services. The aforesaid companies which have zero investment in the
region are functioning all their works like storage, distribution to hypermarkets
and camps, collection of payments and import process in support of ARGUS.
They are generating profits without any efforts even without a single employee
from their side. We can assume their success by understanding the increase in
their volume of business in year by year. We are also handling the 3 PL
requirements of a lot of domestic companies which trusted us They are using our
distribution facilities and stores that support their business.
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10. RELOCATION
SERVICES
ARGUS is maintaining a team with 15 employees specially trained for
relocation activities. Different vehicles and lifts that suitable for medium to
heavy loads are with us for managing any situation that required during the
relocation services. Our associations with international relocation
companies are a remarkable success only because of our dedication and
consistent performance.

www.argusshipping.co
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OUR TEAM
Customers choose Argus because they trust that
we have the best people in the industry working
on their business. The industry’s brightest
logistics engineers, safest drivers and the most
experienced maintenance technicians are part of
a passionate team all dedicated to solving your
toughest transportation and supply chain
challenges.

www.argusshipping.co
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TRACKING
We have implemented the state-of-the-art
tracking techniques to our system to
facilitate our customers the best of its class
service. We assure the clients' easy access
to find the status of their shipments.

www.argusshipping.co
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